Abstract: A psychophysical investigation of timbre was undertaken with the intent of deriving quantitative results that could be useful in developing a better human interface to control effects processing for expressiveness in music. Multidimensional perceptual scaling analysis was performed for a set of musical timbres. Two listening experiments were performed in order to determine the most salient perceptual attributes. These two experiments provide data enabling KANSEI engineering for these effects. A commercially available effects processor generated the six stimuli used in these experiments. In the first experiment, listeners were asked to give ratings of the relative difference between two stimuli without regard to any property contributing to that difference. In the second experiment , the listeners were asked to give ratings of each stimulus with respect to a particular property. Dissimilarity ratings of all pair-wise comparisons of the six effects were submitted to INdividual Differences SCALing (INDSCAL) analysis in order to derive a multidimensional perceptual space for the stimuli. Three semantic components were derived using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of property ratings for the same set of six effects. Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) was used to relate the perceptual dimensions and semantic components, the results of which provide a control structure for a commercially available effects processor. The study revealed a direct mapping between three perceptual dimensions and three semantic component scales, those being labeled as "sharp-dull," "diffusecompact," and "thick-thin" (in Japanese, surudoi-nibui, hirogotta-kojinmarishita, and usui-atsui).
INTRODUCTION
The use of electronic effects in popular music recording and production is currently so common that it is rare to hear a guitar performance that does not include such effects. The usability of effects processors, however, has been limited so far only to those who has been specialized knowledge of the vocabulary for describing effects due to the complex relationship between processing parameters and the perceptual attributes of the relating sound.
In order to present those effects in a way that would be accessible to a wide range of users, including those with and without specialized knowledge or vocabulary, it is required to have a perceptually and semantically informed interface to control such effects. KANSEI Engineering is a consumer-oriented product development method. It identifies consumers' feelings concerning a product and therewith correlated design elements. The correlation between consumers' feelings and design elements can help companies to design products that present the desired attributes. What is required for the envisioned interface motivating this research was a between the most salient dimensions underlying guitar effects and the way in which adjectives are used to describe these effects (just as in [1] and [2] ).
The first stage of this study was an attempt to identify the perceptual dimensions underlying judgment of interstimulus similarity. The most common and the widely used method for such exploratory investigation is MultiDimensional Scaling (MDS). It has been yielding fr uitful results in the study of timbre over many decades, beginning perhaps with pioneering work by Plomp [3] . Subjects rate the timbral similarity of stimulus pairs, and data are submitted to multidimensional scaling (MDS) algorithm to find a space in which each timbre can be represented by a point, and in which inter-point distance reflect reported similarities.
As the second stage, an important problem remain to be solved is that of interpreting the derived perceptual dimensions. For this, Semantic Differential Analysis (SDA) was performed for the same stimuli with regard to particular identifiable properties, using collected on selected bipolar adjective scales.
Semantic Differential Analysis is a technique that has long been used in describing verbal characteristics of stimuli. C. E. Osgood devised this method in order to measure the meaning in language [4] , and SDA has become widely used in KANSEI Engineering with regard to the semantic components of affective reaction to products, such as whether the feeling of a product seems "bright vs. dark" [5] [6] .
ANALYSIS METHODS
This study was primarily exploratory in nature as an adequate model for predicting perceptual differences between the stimuli set investigated here. So the first attempt was to uncover the perceptual structure underlying judgments of inter-stimulus similarity. The most common analytical tool used for such exploratory investigation is multidimensional scaling (MDS), in one of its many implementations that have evolved over several decades. However, via the MDS analysis of the obtained dissimilarity ratings, there is a basis for determining how perceptually distinguishable multidimensional stimuli are from each other.
Of course, individual subjects may differ in how they form judgments of global dissimilarity, and so the method INDSCAL is to be recommended as a refined method for doing a weighted MDS analysis that takes such individual differences in to account of the reputed inter-stimulus dissimilarities obtain from a potentially inhomogeneous group of subjects, each of whom may place different weights upon each of the perceptual dimensions. So as to get the dissimilarity based perceptual space for the stimuli and the subjects space for the listening subjects, the obtained dissimilarity ratings were submitted to Individual Differential Analysis (INDSCAL) using ALSCAL provides in the SPSS software package [7] . The resulted 3D perceptual space is shown in the two panels on the top of the Figure 1 . Each stimulus is assigned coordinates in the stimulus space, and the distances between points were calculated from the input ratings of the inter-stimulus dissimilarities.
The obtained subject space showing the weights placed upon each dimension of the stimulus space for set of stimuli is shown in the two panels on the bottom of the Figure 1 . The importance of dimension 1 and dimension 2 were determined via the goodness of fit of the INDSCAL results, which is typically repeated as the stress values .
On the hole, it appears that the first three dimensions were given roughly equal stress values in the stress vs . dissimilarity plot. So as the three dimensions solution was chosen for subsequent evaluations. While the dissimilarity ratings and in identifying the most salient dimensions underlying the perception of a set of representative stimuli , the adjective ratings or direct ratings aid in exploring which of the adjective scales would correlate most highly with the MDS -derived perceptual dimensions and thereby aid in the interpretations of the perceptual dimensions from the adjectives that might be used to distinct the stimulus percepts occupying the multidimensional perceptual space. The way adjectives are used can be quantified via semantic differential scaling, and often used and well established method for measurement of word meanings. In order to identify a few relatively independent semantic components from many potentially correlated scales, typically obtained adjective ratings collected on scales that ranged between two extremes anchored by autonomous adjective pairs are submitted to Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Ultimately what is required for the envisioned interface motivating this research is a mapping between scale values for stimuli on perceptual dimensions independently and uniquely determine through INDSCAL analysis of global dissimilarity ratings and the values associated with those stimuli on semantic differential scales. 
Stimulus Selection
Stimulus selection was based upon the results of a prior study on the sound of guitar effects in which untrained listeners were presented with stimuli submitted to either distortion-based or modulation-based effects processing [1] . In both global dissimilarity judgments and semantic differential judgments, listeners showed well differentiated responses to these two categories of effects processing that might be said to dominate the more subtle differences between effects within each category. In order to obtain a more sensitive measure of perceptual and semantic differences for the range of effects within one category, a specific category of stimulus were chosen for the current study, those stimuli resulting from the application of six popular distortion based-effects to a single guitar performance. This is particularly appropriate in this prior study, since the subjects were untrained listeners who were presented with stimuli exemplifying two distinct categories of effects, might be tempted to give all stimuli within one category of effects similar responses, only because of the easy discrimination between categories. Table 1 : Selected stimuli and its abbreviated name. The code in the left column is used in the following figures to identify the stimuli.
Since a more detailed description of the stimuli is described in our previous related papers [9] [10] [11] , related physical properties of guitar effects are not discussed here. Instead, Table 1 gives only the nominal descriptions of effects such as Overdrive and Fuzz, since more guitarists and studio musicians would be familiar these than with audio signal processing terminology. For such details, interested readers are referred particularly to our paper on perceptual calibration for distortion effects processing software [9] .
Adjective Selection
There are many words by which sound is described, perhaps several hundreds, so an experiment involving all of them is not practical. The ten adjective scales chosen for direct ratings in the current study were based upon the result of a previous studies [10] [11] [12] [13] , these scales being formed from frequently chosen adjectives by 25 native Japanese speakers. The objective here was to find which adjectives would be most naturally produced in response to the experimental stimuli, both in describing individual guitar sounds and is distinguishing between them. The method used to discover adjectives used in describing individual guitar sounds was the method of selected description presented by Namba, et al. [14] . The method used to discover adjectives used in distinguishing between individual guitar sounds was the repertory grid method [15] . It should be clear that the list of terms generated using either procedure would be language specific. Indeed, Teunissen [16] has shown that translating specific words from one language to another in a related research runs the risk of loosing important information. The primary motivation for this previous study was to construct a semantic database for the sound of popular guitar effects. A secondary motivation was to provide a basis for constructing a set of bipolar adjective scales that might be used subsequently in semantic differential analysis.
However, it should be clear that the list of terms generated using either procedure would be language specific. Table 2 : Bipolar adjective scales and their 10 codes listed in order of presentation for subsequent semantic differential ratings. The code in the left column is used in the following figures to identify the bipolar adjective scales.
LISTENING TASKS
All 25 Japanese native listeners were students of department of information systems, of the University from the Aizu out of which 19 were males, and 6 were females with apparently normal hearing ability. The listening experiments were completed in two separate sessions, making one of two types of ratings in each session: dissimilarity ratings and direct attribute ratings. The dissimilarity ratings were intended for multidimensional perceptual scaling using INdividual Differences SCALing (INDSCAL) analysis; the direct attribute ratings were intended Semantic Differential Analysis (SDA) and Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) in combination with the results of the INDSCAL analysis. The sound stimuli were presented over stereo loudspeakers in an anechoic chamber in the University of Aizu, to minimize the involvement of room reverberation.
Dissimilarity Rating Task
25 listeners gave dissimilarity ratings on a 5-point scale for all pair-wise comparisons of the guitar sound stimuli. Pairs of stimuli were presented in a random order with a 1-second inter-stimulus interval, and with 5-second inter-pair interval. A response of "1" implied that the two samples were perceived as "almost exactly the same," or "indistinguishable" and a response of "5" implied that the two stimuli were perceived as "almost completely different." Each pair of stimuli was presented twice, in a random order.
Direct Attribute Rating Task
Same 25 listeners rated each stimulus on 10 bipolar adjective scales. Again a 5-point scale was used, but in this case the two antonymous adjective pairs anchored the extremes of the scale. Ranging from "1" indicating that the stimulus was best characterized by the adjective anchoring one end of the semantic differential scale, to "5", indicating that the stimulus was best characterized by the adjective anchoring the other end of the scale. The point midway between the extremes denoted a neutral rating with regard to the meaning expressed by the adjective scale. The six stimuli were presented in a different random order for each of 10 adjective pairs, with a 5-second interval between each stimulus presentation.
RESULTS

Individual Differences Scaling
The obtained dissimilarity ratings were submitted to INdividual Differences SCALing (INDSCAL) analysis using the ALSCAL procedure of the SPSS software package [7] . Figure 1 presents a summary of a three dimensional INDSCAL analysis. The plots on the upper side of the figure illustrate the configuration of the Group Stimulus Space (or Perceptual Space) that results from transforming obtained inter-stimulus dissimilarity into estimated inter-stimulus distance in three dimension Euclidean space. Individual subjects differ in the weights put on each of the three INDSCAL-derived dimensions, and these differences are visualized in the plots on the lower side of the figure. Interpreting the results of classical MultiDimensional Scaling (MDS) is problematic because the resulting Stimulus Space can be rotated through an arbitrary angle without violating the structure of the solution. Of course, inter-stimulus distances remain invariant under rotation of both classical MDS and INDSCAL solutions alike; but the orientation of the INDSCAL solution is determined by modeling agreement between subjects. INDSCAL is designed to separate those factors that are common to a group of subjects from the ways in which subjects differ. Although the subjects in the current study seem to generally agree, the fact that there is some variation in the Subject Space vectors is advantageous, for it is according to these differences between subjects that the orientation of the obtained Group Stimulus Space (or Perceptual Space) is uniquely determined.
Principal Components Analysis
The listeners who gave dissimilarity ratings in the first experiment also made ratings for each of the six stimuli (see Table 1 ) on the 10 bipolar adjective scales listed in Table 2 . Figure 2 plots the weights on the first three principal components that resulted from submitting the matrix of 10 property ratings made by 25 listeners for the six guitar effects to PCA. Each plot gives the name of the semantic component determined by the adjective weight with the highest absolute value within each principal component. The three semantic component scales were thus labeled "sharp-dull," "diffuse-compact," and "thickthin" (in Japanese, surudoi-nibui, hirogotta-kojinmarishita, and usui-atsui). The "sharpness" factor best differentiated between the six stimuli presented in this study. The factors of "sharpness" are usually obtained by the semantic differential experiments of timbre in Japan [17] ; this present results confirmed the previous results. These semantic differential analysis results are interesting in their own right, their primary role in the current study was to aid in the interpretation of the Group Stimulus Space that was derived through INDSCAL analysis of the global dissimilarity judgments collected in the first stage of this research. However, the availability of raring on particular stimulus properties, by the same group of subjects and for the same set of stimulus which put in for Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) and for Semantic Differential Analysis (SDA), enables clear identifications of the three INDSCAL dimensions. The Figure 3 and Figure 4 summarize the standardized regression coefficient for adjective ratings resulted from submitting the matrix of 10 property ratings made by 25 listeners for the six guitar effects stimuli to 10 separate regression analysis, using the multiple regression procedure within the SPSS software package [7] . The data obtained for each of the sound stimuli was pooled to get a total of 25 x 6 x 2 = 300 ratings for each adjective scales . The predictor variables upon which each adjective scales was regressed, were the three sets of coordinates on the perceptual space dimensions derived through INDSCAL analysis of the six stimuli. Each plotted vector is labeled with the adjective that had anchored the upper end of the rating scale, so that the direction of the vector indicates the direction in Stimulus Space in which stimuli are more likely to be described using that adjective.
Referring to the Figure 3 and Figure 4 , the regressions results for the "sharp-dull" scale were significant only for the first two dimensions. The standardized regression coefficient for D1 was 0.662 and that for D2 was -0.646. So, in the case of "sharpness", only dimension (D3) was not a significant predictor at p<0.01. In the case of "diffuse -compact" scale , on the other hand, only D2 was significant predictor, with a standardized regression coefficient of -0.650. So, these adjective scales taken together, help most in the interpretation of D2, which was a stimulus space dimensions that distinguish between stimuli. Interestingly with regard to the Figure 4 , it can be seen that the regression results for the all three adjective scales "thick -thin" , "light-heavy" and "clear-unclear" were significant only for dimension 3 (D3), with a standardized regression coefficient 0.740, 0.533 and 0.541 respectively. But with regard to the highest standard regression coefficient, the conclusion is that the "thickness" might aid well in interpretation of dimension 3 (D3) of the perceptual space. These results are more easily grasped through the examination of the projection of each vector into the perceptual space plots shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . As remaining adjective scales were predicted by all three of the perceptual space dimensions, however it is tempting to conclude that perceptual variation of stimuli on D1 was correlated with variations in "sharpness". On the other hand, the perceptual variation on dimension 2 (D2) was correlated with both variations in "sharpness" and "diffuseness" . In this case, however, it is not a signal adjective scale or verbal attribute that the dimension 2 (D2) seem to interpret, but rather two adjective scales together .
It can also be concluded that the variations in "thickness" is clearly associated with the dimension 3 (D3) of the perceptual space for the six stimuli. 
DISCUSSION
The mapping between adjective scales and the dimension of the obtained perceptual space may be grasped by examining the resulted special representation of stimuli through the INDSCAL analysis and the resulted adjective scale representation via Multiple Regression Analysis MRA).
Referring to the Figure 3 and Figure 4 , it should be seen that the "sharp-dull" adjective scale is clearly associated with the first two dimensions, dimension 1 and dimension 2 (D2), of the derived perceptual space. On the other hand, the adjective scale "diffuse-compact" also describes well variation on dimension 2 (D2). Thus, it is evident that "sharpness" may be regarded as the best verbal attribute for interpreting perceptual variation along dimension 1 (D1). Returning to the observed standardized regression coefficient, it should be pointed out that the two semantic scales, "sharp-dull" and diffuse-compact" somewhat equally correlated with the same perceptual dimension, D2, will not necessarily be correlated with each other. Whereas both "sharpness" and "diffuseness" with D2 should not be taken as evidence that these two scales share a common underlying meaning, nor even similar applications in describing sound. It is probably not the case that stimuli rated "sharp" will also be rated "diffuse." Concluding further, despite the correlated use of these two scales for describing perceptual variation on dimension 2 (D2), the verbal attribute do not share a common underlying meaning, so then it remains to be seen whether variation in ratings on "sharpness" scale will show a lower correlation with rating on the "diffuseness" scale. It is clear from visual inspection of Figure 4 that the adjective scale "thick -thin" helps most interpretation on D3 . This result may also be supported by observed standardized regression coefficients.
The goal of the current study was to enable a perceptually informed human interface for selecting and adjusting the quality of sound creations of musical instruments. Of course physically based control structure of effect processor are highly relevant to the human perception, they may be quite adequate to increase the usability or accessibility of such effect processors to a wide range of KANSEI community including with and without specialized knowledge or vocabulary. Indeed, the problem is that such physically based control structures are often not highly relevant to human perception [3] .
However, the results of this current study seem worth submitting towards creation of envisioned perceptually and semantically informed human interface. One important output is that the use of the verbal attributes "sharpness" and "thickness" to describe perceptual differences between stimuli seems well justified as they were highly correlated with dimension 1 (D1) and dimension 3 (D3) of the derived perceptual space.
The second important resulted output is that the dimension 2 (D2) is a significant predictor of ratings of both "sharpness" and diffuseness" adjective scales. This is inconclusive with regard to their best use for describing the perceptual variation of dimension 2 (D2) of the derived perceptual space. However, it remains to be subsequently confirmed whether the variation in "sharpness" correlates with variation in "diffuseness." Even though, actual usefulness of these results had not yet been tested, as a further implication the results of this study is applicable in developing a better human interface for controlling effect processing for expressiveness in music that has been labeled with the Japanese adjectives employed. English language translations of the original Japanese language adjectives used in this study should be regarded with some skepticism, especially in terms of their direct application to an English language version of the perceptually informed GUI based control for effects processing. While the perceptual scale values derived by INDSCAL analysis of inter stimulus dissimilarities are probably valid across languages, the semantic differential scaling results are probably not so readily transferable. For example, in the prior study of naturally selected adjectives differentiating guitar sounds that provided the basis for the choice of adjectives used in this study, the obtained Stimulus Space for 25 native speakers of Japanese were nearly identical to those of 28 native speakers of Sinhala, but the adjectives that were most frequently chosen by these two groups in many cases did not correspond to directly translated adjectives [8] . Indeed, Teunissen [19] has shown that translating specific words from one language to another in general runs the risk of losing important information in perceptual scaling results. This observation has specific support in the literature on cross-cultural studies of the adjectives used to express auditory impressions [20] . For example, it has been shown that direct translation between English and Japanese adjectives does not always work well since the use of adjectives to describe differences in sound quality often differ in terms of the underlying semantic implications of the adjectives [14] .
CONCLUSION
The analysis results of inter-stimulus similarity judgments (INDSCAL) revealed underlying three salient perceptual dimensions for the set of stimuli investigated here. The interpretation of the meaning of these dimensions was aided by the results of the semantic differential analysis and multiple regression analysis done for the same set of stimuli using ratings on antonymous adjective scales. It was evident that the perceptual variation along the dimension 1 (D1) of the stimulus space or perceptual space was well described by the verbal attribute "sharpness." The "thickness" is best regarded as the verbal attribute , which support the interpretation of the perceptual variation of the dimension 3 (D3). A straightforward relation was also found for a correlated use of the "sharpness" and "diffuseness" scales in describing the perceptual variati on of the dimension 2 (D2); however, it was concluded that these two verbal attributes do not share a common underlying meaning despite the correlated use of them.
The results of this study provided the basis for constructing a perceptually informed human interface for guitar effects processing that should be easy to understand by technically untrained users.
